Bobi IDP Camp,
Northern Uganda
Boys from IDP Camp
At Bobi IDP Camp
Proud mothers at Bobi IDP Camp
Playing on a Saturday morning
Building a new home

Toilet
Men drinking and playing games at 9am
Mothers with children in line for polio vaccinations
Underwear on the head!

Children playing games
A home being built for a family of 8

Child at Bobi IDP Camp
Trying to see pictures on digital camera

The door to a home in the Bobi IDP camp
Cattle fenced in due to security threats

Cattle fenced in at IDP camp due to security threats
Bath time

Helping carry his brother
Building a new home

Home in IDP camp promoting education
Washing feet and eating a banana

Bathing a screaming child in cold water and without soap
Drying Okra in IDP Camp

Upset child in Bobi IDP Camp
Emily signing guestbook. An important ritual in Uganda.